Charge Your USB Devices

UltraSafe Premium Rugged Battery Pack

Power your favorite USB devices with the XGB3L, an ultra-portable and lightweight 11Wh USB Battery Pack and tactile grade LED Flashlight with multiple light modes. Built with a water-resistant cap, this protects it from water, dirt, dust and other elements on any adventure. Plug-n-play technology makes this battery pack rechargeable from any USB powered port including, AC adapters, car chargers, laptops and solar energy (XGrid Solar Panel not included). So no matter what adventure, you can have countless hours of additional power for your favorite devices.

1 Full Phone Charge
This portable power bank provides up to 15 hours talk-time and 100-hours of audio playback and displays the charging status or current battery life. It can recharge an iPhone 6 one time in a single charge.

USB
Charge and recharge using a 5 Volt Micro USB at home, in your car, or with our solar XGC to USB cables and XGrid solar kits. Provide back-up power on-the-go for USB-chargeable devices, such as an iPhone, GoPro, or camera.

IP65
Its rubberized layer shields the power bank from water, dirt, dust and other elements. So, no matter what adventure you have planned, you can have countless hours of additional power for your favorite devices.

LED Flashlight
The XGB3L is a high-quality battery pack that doubles as a flashlight for visibility in dark environments. It is an ultra-bright 250 lumen LED flashlight with multiple light modes, lasting up to 120 hours of continuous use.